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The Earth speaks to us in many ways through the spirits of her various elements. In this deck of 48

oracle cards created by Steven D. Farmer, youâ€™ll find descriptions and images of several of

these Earth elements along with clear and concise messages from the spirits of each. Through the

use of these cards, youâ€™ll uncover sensible advice that will provide guidance for questions you

may have about any aspect of your life. The enclosed guidebook includes easy-to-follow

instructions as well as expanded descriptions and messages for each card, allowing you to give

yourself and others accurate, meaningful readings.
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Dr. Steven D. Farmer is the author of the bestselling Animal Spirit Guides, Power Animal Oracle

Cards, Messages from Your Animal Spirit Guides Oracle Cards, Power Animals, Sacred Ceremony,

Messages from Your Animal Spirit Guides guided meditation CD,Â  Earth Magic: Ancient Shamanic

Wisdom for Healing Yourself, Others, and the Planet, and the soon-to-be-released Earth Magic

Oracle Cards (Nov 2010). He's also host of his own radio show, Earth Magic Radio on

ContactTalkRadio.com. Dr. Farmer is a Soul Healer, shamanic practitioner, ordained minister, and

former psychotherapist, offering workshops on Soul Healing, various shamanic topics and private

consultations.

I was going to originally give this review 3 stars, but I just couldn't , due to the absolutely gorgeous

artwork and the powerful spiritual message that these cards bring. They are wonderful.



However...my major complaint with this deck is that the cards are not individually numbered.There

are 48 cards in this deck, so if I pull a card (as I like to do each morning with my meditations). Well,

I'd have to flip through the whole handbook that accompanies this deck backwards and forwards

just trying to find the card based on the miniature pictures in the booklet....which can be very time

consuming.I found this so annoying, that I actually pulled out a pen and numbered the cards myself

in the corner of each card , then wrote the number in the accompanying booklet to match up, so as

to make it easier to locate the card with the page in the book.Of course, I could just look at the card,

and pretty much interpret it as I CHOOSE to see it without looking in a guide book, sure.and

sometimes that's what alot of us do I'm sure.But with a new deck, It's nice to be able to have a little

guidance on the cards.So I read the booklets that accompany them just to get an introduction to the

deck.My suggestion to the printers -If they spin out any new editions of this deck for the future, If

they could put numbers on each card , it would make it infinitely easier for people to locate the card

in the booklet and not spend 10 minutes flipping around trying to find out where it is.Just a

suggestion.Otherwise, I love these cards.

Not my favorite. I reach for this deck only every once in a while. It has been helpful when it's called

out to me, but that isn't often.

Insightful. The pictures are gorgeous. My only complaint is that the cards are big and they stick

together so it's hard to shuffle and spread them (how I like to pick out a card). Overall, Highly

recommended

Really pretty oracle cards, and the meanings are written well. Straight up nature for the most part,

for people who like their oracles more down-to-earth and less fairies and twinkle dust. (There *are*

some fairies, though, so don't despair if you're a fairy fan!)

These cards are breathtaking. The illustrations are wonderful and one can take all the meaning they

need from just the card itself (most of the time). My only complaint would be the explanations within

the guide. They were a little too specific for my taste and no alternative interpretations were offered.

I have not been using tarot cards for a long time and perhaps I need more experience, but this was

my first impression of this deck.

Very pleased with this deck - as a visual person, the cards' images are beautiful and very open to



interpretation. I feel there is little need to use the guidebook, which is also pretty insightful for those

who do read it. After doing readings for several friends that were spot on, I've a healthy respect for

how powerful this deck is. Highly recommend!

As with many of Steven D. Farmer's products, I appreciate his attention to details and the quality of

these card is exquisite. Both the artistic imagery on the front and back, as well as the brief

descriptors of the symbolic meaning were perfect for my workshops on "Reconnecting with Nature

and Animal Spirits as well as Our Own Miraculous Nature." I sincerely appreciate the work and

craftsmanship that went into this deck! Thank you!

I love these cards. Earth Magic oracle is one of my favorite decks. Since I have got them about a

month ago I have been pulling a card everyday from them and have not grown tired of them. The

cards are stunning visually and the pictures really go with the words on the top of the card. I am

actually able to tune in to this deck and understand what it is trying to say which I can't say for some

of my other decks. I love how it is Earth based and am now looking to get Farmer's Messages from

your Animal Spirit Guides oracle which I know will compliment this deck. I can feel the Earth

energies on this deck.
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